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Abstract—It is essential for mobile application developers to
manage backend resources to serve dynamic user requests from
the frontend. For a typical mobile application, the rate at which
the user requests arrive at the backend fluctuates dramatically.
However, it is difficult or expensive to frequently adjust the
capacity of the backend to meet the request demand. In this
paper, we present Clockwork, a third-party cloud service, which
smooths the demand profile by redistributing delay-tolerant requests and prioritizing delay-sensitive requests, so that sufficient
capacity can be provided with reduced cost and wastage. To
begin with, Clockwork plans the optimal backend capacity on a
relatively long timescale based on future demand estimated by
machine learning algorithms. We discuss pros and cons of various
simple machine learning algorithms and advanced deep learning
algorithms, in terms of their prediction accuracy and training
time. Then, Clockwork schedules user requests on a shorter
timescale through a fair and Pareto-optimal rate allocation. We
implemented a fully-functional prototype of Clockwork on cloud
servers and user mobile devices. The experimental results show
that Clockwork can effectively help developers cut cost, as well
as improve the backend utilization.
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Fig. 1: Backend provisioning comparison.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The market for mobile applications is booming. In 2015,
global application downloads are estimated to be 179 billion
[1], generating $45 billion revenues [2] and involving 5.5
million developers [3]. To compete for market share and
profits, application developers are motivated to provide quality
service with reduced cost.
Backend provisioning is one of the fundamental concerns
for developers, as all user requests from the frontend of an
application need to be handled by the backend. Developers
can either use Mobile-backend-as-a-Service (MBaaS) or build
their own backends on cloud platforms (such as Amazon EC2).
In the former case, developers can directly enjoy backend
services offered by MBaaS providers, who charge fees based
on the number of requests sent to the MBaaS backend. In
the latter case, developers can construct their backends using
instances, and pay for their usage.
One of the biggest challenges facing backend provisioning
is a mismatch between timescales of request demand variance
and backend resource availability. The rate at which user
requests arrive at the backend varies from second to second,
but developers can neither change the MBaaS service plan
nor adjust instance configurations at such a fine granularity
of time. Though Amazon EC2 also provides auto-scaling

mechanisms, it requires developers to determine how many
instances to add or reduce, and it takes time to boot up or
shut down computers. Rather than trying to let the backend
capacity closely track the demand profile, which is difficult
or even impossible to realize, we explore a new way of
backend provisioning. We smooth the demand profile by
redistributing delay-tolerant requests and prioritizing delaysensitive requests, which potentially lightens the burdens on
the backend and saves money for developers.
To achieve such a goal, we present Clockwork, a thirdparty cloud service designed to help developers manage backend provisioning. Clockwork features a two-tier architecture:
backend capacity planning on a long timescale, and ratebased request scheduling on a short timescale. Both tiers are
indispensable in helping developers maintain a sufficient and
cost-effective backend. As shown in Fig. 1(a), if the backend
capacity caters to the peak demand to avoid any performance
degradation, there will be a considerable wastage of resources
and money. Nevertheless, if the backend capacity falls short
of the peak demand, as shown in Fig. 1(b), some requests will
have to be dropped or experience unacceptably long processing
times. In comparison, Clockwork schedules requests according
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Fig. 4: Network traffic fluctuations.
to delay tolerance, as shown in Fig. 1(c), thus flattening the
request demand and slashing the required backend capacity.
There are several challenges facing the implementation of
Clockwork. To plan for the long-term backend capacity, it is
crucial to have an accurate prediction of the future request
demand. There is a wide variety of machine learning algorithms for data prediction, each of which has their advantages
and disadvantages. We compare the prediction accuracy and
training time of four machine learning algorithms (Section
III-B). It is shown that deep learning algorithms, including
convolutional neural networks and deep belief networks, yield
better prediction results but require a much longer time to
train than simpler machine learning algorithms, such as logistic
regression and multilayer perceptron. With the estimated future
demand, the Clockwork derives the optimal backend capacity
that minimizes developer’s cost, while conforming to the
constraint on request delay (Section III-A).
Given the long-term capacity, to ensure that the backend is
not overwhelmed by instant request demand, we adopt a ratebased resource allocation strategy (Section IV). Clockwork
centrally assigns rates to users based on the quantity and delay
tolerance of their requests, then individual users autonomously
schedule their own requests. We build a network utility maximization (NUM) model to decide the rate allocation, which
is proved to be fair and Pareto-optimal.
We have implemented the server-side of Clockwork using
the Amazon Web Service (AWS), and the client-side of Clockwork on iOS-based mobile devices. We present the implementation details (Section V) and evaluate the performance of
Clockwork by a small-scale pilot experiment and a large-scale
simulation (Section VI). The results show that Clockwork can
help developers substantially cut down the backend cost, as
well as improve the backend utilization.

II. C LOCKWORK : M OTIVATIONS AND A RCHITECTURE
Mobile application development comprises two major parts:
frontend design and backend support. Simply put, the frontend
of an application is what users can see and experience on their
mobile devices. The frontend differentiates one application
from another, thus it is vastly diversified for different applications. The backend of an application supports its frontend
functionalities. When a user interacts with the application
through the frontend, the corresponding operations are accommodated via API requests to the backend. Typical API
requests of a mobile application include queries, saves, and
logins, amongst other kinds of operations invoked by users to
perform a task. Some requests are urgent, while some others
are delay-tolerant. Take social messaging applications as an
instance. The request of sending a message is urgent and
should be served straightaway, while the request of updating
the user profile can wait to be served later.
In this paper, we focus on the backend of the application
development, whose cost model is more common across all
applications. Mobile application developers can use the readymade and customizable backend provided by MBaaS or build
their own backends on cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2.
MBaaS providers, such as Appcelerator, appery.io, and Kumulos, charge developers based on the number of API requests
sent by users to the MBaaS backend. More specifically, the
developer should subscribe to a service plan, usually on an
hourly or monthly basis. The service plan specifies the limit
on the maximum number of requests that can be sent within a
unit time, e.g., one minute. If such a limit is hit, extra requests
will be discarded with error messages to users. A service plan
with a higher request limit will cost more.
If a developer utilizes Amazon EC2 to set up the backend,
her cost depends on the number and the type of instances that

are launched. For example, a t2.nano instance with 1 CPU
and 0.5GB memory costs $0.0059 per hour, and a t2.small
instance with 1 CPUs and 2GB memory costs $0.023 per hour.
The payment is prorated by the hour. This indicates that once
a developer turns on a t2.large instance, she will immediately
be charged $0.094, even if she doesn’t plan to use the instance
for the entire hour.
Fig. 4 illustrates the world network traffic by the second1 ,
from which we can infer that there is a dramatic fluctuation
in mobile backend traffic. The demand peak may be much
higher than the average, but is only momentary. In contrast,
developers can only change MBaaS service plan on an hourly
basis. As for cloud services, Fig. 3 shows that it takes around
one minute to launch or terminate an instance, and a new
instance is charged for a full hour even if it is only needed
for a short period of time.
To address the above challenge, the architecture of Clockwork consists of two major modules: backend capacity planning and request rate allocation, as shown in Fig. 2. Backend
capacity planning is conducted on a relatively long timescale,
e.g., per hour, since it is either difficult or costly to frequently
change the backend capacity. Request rate allocation is performed on a short timescale, e.g., per minute, based on the
dynamics of request demand.
III. BACKEND C APACITY P LANNING

the proportion of the nki requests that will be postponed
k
to the j-th minute. We have i ≤ j ≤ 60, and δii
is the
proportion of requests that are not delayed. All requests to
be served at the j-th minute, denoted by Nj , include those
deferred from the previous minutes to the j-th minute, and
those generated
in thePj-th P
minute, i.e.,
PKserved
Pj−1 PKand kinstantly
j
K
k k
k k
nki + k=1 δjj
nj = i=1 k=1 δij
ni .
Nj = i=1 k=1 δij
To guarantee the performance of the backend, its capacity
should be larger than the peak demand after request scheduling, i.e., N ≥ maxj∈[1,60] Nj .
Delaying requests will affect the user experience, thus the
developer needs to have a control over how many and how
long a certain type of requests can be delayed. Clockwork
k
k,
allows the developer to set the upper-bound of δij
as δij
which depends on the request type k and the length of delay
j−i. For instance, in a social messaging application, if sending
a message is regarded as the most urgent type of requests
and should not be delayed, the developer can simply set
send a message
∀j > i, δij
= 0; if no request should be delayed
for more than half an hour, the developer can simply stipulate
k = 0, if j − i > 30.
that ∀k, δij
As the backend cost will monotonically increase with the
backend capacity, we set the objective of Clockwork as to
minimize the required backend capacity, without violating the
k
constraint on δij
designated by the developer.

A. Backend Capacity Optimization
Without loss of generality, we define the backend capacity
as the maximum number of requests that can be served per
minute, which is directly linked to the cost of the backend
(e.g., to pay for the MBaaS service plan or the instances
on Amazon EC2). We assume that the developer is able
to adjust the backend capacity on an hourly basis. Let N
denote the required backend capacity, to be determined by
the optimization model. The developer classifies all possible
requests of the application into K types, according to their
delay tolerance. For example, there can be K = 3 types of
requests: urgent, medium, and delay-tolerant. An hour consists
of i = 1, 2, ..., 60 minutes, during which the backend capacity
is fixed. Let nki denote the estimated number of type k requests
that will arrive at the i-th minute in the next hour. In this
section, we assume that nki , i ∈ [1, 60], k ∈ [1, K] are available
as inputs to the optimization model, and we will discuss how to
predict nki in details in the next section. Without Clockwork,
to guarantee the performance of the backend, the developer
has to make sure that the backend
P capacity is greater than the
peak demand, i.e., N ≥ maxi k nki . We will show that such
over-provisioning is unnecessary with the request scheduling
mechanism of Clockwork.
We make the simplified assumption that all requests generated in a specific hour will be served within that hour. In
other words, during the current hour, the backend will neither
serve requests from the previous hour, nor put off requests
k
to the next hour. At the i-th minute, let δij
∈ [0, 1] denote
1 http://www.internetlivestats.com/

min N,

(1)

k
δij

subject to N ≥ max Nj ,
j∈[1,60]
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X

k k
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(3)
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k
δij
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k
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0 ≤ δij
≤ δij
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Constraint (2) guarantees that the backend capacity is large
enough to meet the peak request demand. Constraint (3) shows
the number of requests per minute after scheduling. Constraint
(4) ensures that all the requests initiated in the i-th minute
are served, either instantly or in later minutes. The objective
k
function is minimized through variables δij
, and we can get the
∗
optimal backend capacity as N = maxj∈[0,60] Nj∗ , in which
Pj PK k ∗ k
Nj∗ = i=1 k=1 δij
ni . The optimization problem (1) is a
linear programming problem, and can be solved by existing
algorithms such as Simplex and Interior point algorithms.
Fig. 5 gives an example of how the backend capacity planning
of Clockwork works. It is shown that the demand profile is
smoothed as Clockwork schedules requests to cut the peak and
fill the valley.
B. Future Demand Prediction
The optimization problem (1) requires the input of nki ,
the expected number of type k requests generated at the
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i-th minute of the next hour, which can be learned from
historical data using machine learning algorithms. We focus
on four widely-used algorithms: logistic regression (LR),
single-hidden-layer multilayer perceptron (sMLP), deep belief
networks (DBN), and convolutional neural networks (CNN).
Logistic regression and sMLP are simple machine learning
models, while DBN and CNN are deep learning models. For
simplicity, in this paper, we use these models for classification,
while they can easily be adapted for regression. For instance,
nki ∈ (1, 100] and nki ∈ (100, 200] can be defined as class 1
and class 2, respectively.
Historical data are collected in the form of the number of requests generated in each minute. The input vector
x to the machine learning model should contain the best
predictors for nki . Two potential factors need to be taken
into consideration. One is temporal-proximity, i.e., the most
recent demand indicates the near future. The other is diurnal effect, i.e., demands at the same time of each day
have a similar trend. Therefore, we use the demand of the
previous two hours and the demand at the same time of the
previous two days as the input vector to predict nki , i.e.,
x = (nki−180 , · · · , nki−61 , nki−1440−180 , · · · , nki−1440+179 ,
nki−1440∗2−180 , · · · nki−1440∗2+179 ), and Y = nki . Furthermore,
we normalize entries in the input vectors as x → x / max{nki },
and discretize the output into 10 levels for classification.
We use synthetic datasets to evaluate the performance of the
four machine learning models as follows. Assume that there
are 100 users, each generating requests according to a Poisson
process. Without loss of generality, we only consider one type
of requests. We first generate a series of values with a diurnal
pattern (low demand at working time, and high demand at
leisure time), to represent the request arrival rate at different
time of a day for an average user. Then, we compute the arrival
rate for each individual user by adding noise to the arrival rate
of the average user. Aggregating the number of requests from
all users at each minute yields the demand profile. We run the
four machine learning algorithms on a MacBook Pro laptop
with 2.9 GHz Intel CPU and 8 GB memory.
As shown in Fig. 6, deep learning models outperform
simple models when the dataset is more noisy, since deep
learning models are more powerful in discovering the intricate
relationship between the input and the output. Unexpectedly,
at the low noise level, DBN gives the worst prediction result,
even inferior to the logistic regression model. One possible

IV. R EQUEST R ATE A LLOCATION
As shown in Fig. 2, after having been notified of the optimal
backend capacity by Clockwork, the developer will purchase
a new MBaaS service plan or adjust the instance configuration
on Amazon EC2 accordingly. Given the backend capacity
fixed for the upcoming hour, there are three potential ways
for Clockwork to conduct request scheduling for all users, as
shown in Fig. 8.
Proxy mode. As shown in Fig. 8(a), users send all their
requests to the cloud servers of Clockwork, which acts as a
proxy to redirect these requests to the backend. Given that
the backend capacity is N , we can simply sort all requests
according to their delay tolerance, and send the top N most urgent requests every minute. Nevertheless, an important concern
with this approach is privacy. Users are, in general, not willing
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Fig. 8: Three ways of requests scheduling.

to reveal sensitive information to a third-party cloud service
provider such as Clockwork. For this reason, it is better for
users to send requests directly to the backend by themselves,
but with scheduling instructions from Clockwork.
Tight control. As shown in Fig. 8(b), whenever a new
request is generated, instead of sending it to Clockwork, the
user informs Clockwork of the type and initiation time of the
request, then waits for the permission to send the request to the
backend. Similar to the proxy mode, every minute, Clockwork
can simply give permissions to the top N most urgent requests.
Though this approach avoids the privacy issues, it is not
scalable as the frequent communications between users and
Clockwork may lead to an excessive amount of overhead and
long latencies.
Rate allocation. To overcome the drawbacks of a stringent
centralized control mechanism and give users more autonomy, we adopt a rate-based scheduling strategy, as shown in
Fig. 8(c). Within each minute, Clockwork periodically assigns
rates to users, based on their reported request information.
Users then schedule their own requests according to the
allocated rates. In the remainder of this section, we derive
a rate allocation strategy that is proved to be fair and Paretooptimal.
Assume that there is a finite set of S users. We divide
each minute into 1, 2, ..., T time slots, and users contact the
cloud servers of Clockwork for a new rate at the start of
each time slot. Given the backend capacity as N , the cap
for the number of requests per time slot is N/T , shared by
all users. At time slot τ , the number of requests of user s
is denoted by Xs (τ ), so the overall request state is X (τ ) =
X1 (τ ), · · · , XS (τ ) . Clockwork allocates a rate of Rs (τ ) to

S
X
s=1
S
X

ωs (τ ) ∗ Xs (τ ) ∗ Us
Rs (τ ) ≤

s=1

Rs (τ ) 
,
Xs (τ )

N
.
T

(6)

in which ωs (τ ) is the weight of user s, specified by the
developer. The weight ωs (τ ) is added to account for the
delay tolerance of requests. If most of the requests of user
s are urgent, ωs should be larger. To treat all users without
bias, we adopt the same utility function for all users, i.e.,
Us (·) = U (·), ∀s. Utility function U (·) is usually assumed to
be non-decreasing and concave [4]. This is reasonable because
a higher rate will naturally lead to a higher utility, and the
increment of utility is more significant when the rate is low,
but less significant when the rate is already high. We will show
that, with a proper utility function U (·), the rate allocation
result R(τ ), as the solution to the maximization problem in (6),
can be fair and Pareto-optimal. More specifically, we choose
the α-fair utility function, widely used in the field of network
resource allocation, to help achieve these ideal properties [4].
Definition 1. (α-fair function). α-fair function, introduced by
Mo and Walrand [5], is defined as:
 x1−α
α
1−α , for α ∈ (0, ∞) \ {1},
U (x) =
(7)
log x, for α = 1.
Definition 2. (α-fair rate allocation). A feasible rate allocation result R is called (weighted) α-fair if, for any other
feasible rate allocation result R 0 , we have:
S
X
s=1

ws

Rs0 − Rs
≤ 0.
Rsα

(8)

α-fair rate allocation is equivalent to proportional fair rate
allocation when α → 1, and max-min fair rate allocation
when α → ∞. In the following context, we first give the
rate allocation result according to the maximization problem
in (6) with α-fair function, then prove that it is α-fair and
Pareto-optimal.
Proposition 1. At time slot τ , given the request state X (τ )
and the cap of the number of requests N/T , the rate allocation
result based on α-fair function is:
N
(ωs (τ ))1/α Xs (τ )
· , ∀s.
Rs∗ (τ ) = PS
1/α
Xs (τ ) T
s=1 (ωs (τ ))

(9)

Proof. The Lagrangian for the problem is given by:
R , µ) =
L(R

S
S
X
ωs (τ )Xs (τ ) Rs (τ ) 1−α
N X
+µ( −
Rs (τ )).
1−α
Xs (τ )
T s=1
s=1

The optimal solution corresponds to the stationary point of the
Lagrangian function:
∂L
Rs (τ ) −α
= ωs (τ )(
) − µ, ∀s,
∂Rs (τ )
Xs (τ )
S
N X
∂L
=
−
Rs (τ ).
∂µ
T
s=1
By setting ∂L/∂Rs (τ ) = 0, we have:
µ −1
) α , ∀s.
Rs (τ ) = Xs (τ )(
ωs (τ )

(10)
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=
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PS
According to (10), we have s=1 Rs∗ (τ ) = N/T and
PS
s=1 Rs (τ ) ≤ N/T . Hence, we have:

s=1

s=1

S
X

In this section, we first discuss implementation issues regarding the computation of rate allocation on the cloud servers.
Then, we address the problem of request scheduling on user
devices.

Summing over all s, we have:

ωs (τ )Xs (τ )

Rs∗ (τ )

(12)

Proof. Let R (τ ) 6= R (τ ) denote an arbitrary feasible rate
allocation result. Multiplying (11) by (Rs (τ ) − Rs∗ (τ )), we
have:


R∗ (τ ) −α
Rs (τ ) − Rs∗ (τ ) ωs (τ ) s
= µ Rs (τ ) − Rs∗ (τ ) .
Xs (τ )

S
X

S
X

If R (τ ) 6= R ∗ (τ ), there exists at least one user s, Rs (τ ) >
Rs∗ (τ ), and the cap on the number of requests per time slot will
be violated. Therefore, it must be true that R (τ ) = R ∗ (τ ).

R∗

s=1

Rs (τ ) ≥

(11)

Theorem 1. The rate allocation result given by Proposition
1 is weighted α-fair.

ωs (τ )Xs (τ )

S
X

s=1

Combining (11) and (12), we can get the rate allocation result
as (9).

S
X

Proof. Assume that there exists a feasible rate allocation result
R (τ ), which satisfies ∀s, Rs (τ ) ≥ Rs∗ (τ ). We have:

=

S

Rs (τ ) =

Theorem 2. The rate allocation result given by Proposition
1 is Pareto-optimal.

s=1

By setting ∂L/∂µ = 0, we have:
S
X

Pareto-optimality implies that there is no other rate allocation result that can improve every user’s utility by assigning
everyone a higher rate.

Rs∗ (τ )) ≤ 0.

s=1

The strict inequality holds for all R (τ ) 6= R ∗ (τ ), due to the
uniqueness of R ∗ (τ ). Based on definition 2, the rate allocation
result given by (9) is weighted α-fair.
The efficiency of the rate allocation result given by Theorem
1 is characterized by Pareto-optimality as follows.
Definition 3. (Pareto-optimality). A rate allocation result
R (τ ) is said to be Pareto-optimal, if for any rate allocation
result R 0 (τ ), which satisfies ∀s, Rs0 (τ ) ≥ Rs (τ ), it must be
true that R (τ ) = R 0 (τ ).

A. Rate Computation on Cloud Servers
1) User Synchronization: In our implementation, we set the
number of time slots within a minute as T = 4, i.e., users
report their request information to cloud servers of Clockwork
and obtain the allocated rate every 15 seconds. Three kinds
of HTTP requests are used for users to communicate with
cloud servers. The first kind of HTTP requests are sent when
users launch the application or restart the application from
background. The cloud servers will reply with an initial rate
R0 and the synchronization reference. R0 is above zero, since
we find that upon logging in, users tend to perform many
operations, thus sending many requests. If R0 = 0, these
requests can not be sent until a new rate is assigned at the
next time slot, which may lead to a poor user experience.
The second kind of HTTP requests are used to periodically
report users’ request information and ask for rate allocation.
The cloud servers maintain a table of all active users, including
the user ID, number of requests X (τ ), weight ω (τ ), and the
rate allocation result R(τ ). Users log in at different times, and
the local time on their mobile devices may be different from
the time on cloud servers. We need to synchronize users to
ensure that they update X (τ ) and ω (τ ) at (almost) the same
time for cloud servers to compute the rate allocation R (τ ).
Recall that the response to the first kind of HTTP requests
upon user arrival includes a synchronization reference. We
use the second of the server time as this synchronization
reference. For example, if a new user arrives at 00:00:43 of the
server time, the synchronization reference will be 43, which is
then fed into a (one-time) timer function on the user device.
The function will be executed after 15 − (43 mod 15) = 2
seconds, i.e., at 00:00:45 of the server time, triggering another
(iterative) timer function that will communicate with the cloud

servers every 15 seconds. In this way, all users will be
synchronized to report their request information at the start
of each time slot.
The last kind of HTTP requests are used to inform the
cloud servers that the application goes to background or is
terminated, so that the user will be removed from the rate
allocation table.
If a user’s HTTP requests fail, the application will get an
error message. In this case, without allocated rate from the
cloud servers, the user device will carry out a default request
scheduling mechanism, which we will describe in Section
V-B2). Meanwhile, the user will keep trying to contact the
cloud servers every 15 seconds.
2) Rate Allocation Computation: We classify all requests
into K = 3 types: type 3 requests are the most urgent, and type
1 requests are the least urgent. Then we define that the weight
of a user is the sum of types of all her requests. For example,
if user s has 15 type 1 requests, 10 type 2 requests, and 5 type
3 requests, her weight is ωs (τ ) = 15 ∗ 1 + 10 ∗ 2 + 5 ∗ 3 = 50.
It can be easily checked that a user with more urgent requests
will get a higher weight.
Since users will turn up for new rates at the start of time slot
τ + 1, the cloud servers need to calculate the rate allocation
result R (τ + 1) before the end of time slot τ , by which the
reports on X (τ ) and ω (τ ) haven’t been submitted yet. One
option is for the cloud servers to wait for X (τ ) and ω (τ ) at
the beginning of time slot τ + 1, and then compute R (τ + 1)
accordingly. However, users’ HTTP requests will not arrive
at exactly the same time, due to different network conditions.
Early users may have to wait an undesirably long time for all
other users to report their information, after which the new rate
allocation can be calculated. To avoid this situation, we decide
that the cloud servers will work out the new rate allocation
R (τ + 1) 5 seconds before the end of each time slot, using
the available information X (τ − 1) and ω (τ − 1).
3) Request Cap Adjustment: When computing rate allocation for each time slot, we assume that the cap on the number
of requests to be sent is N/T , in which N is the backend
capacity, and T is the number of time slots within a minute.
However, as some of the allocated rates may be unused (as
Xs (τ ) < Rs (τ )), we can adjust the cap to make a better use
of the backend capacity. At the first time slot of each minute,
the cap will be N/T ; at the following time slots, the cap will
be N/T plus the remaining rates from the previous time slot.
For example, if the backend capacity is 1800, and each minute
is divided into T = 4 time slots. At time slot 1, the request
cap is 1800/4 = 450. If the actual number of requests sent to
the backend during time slot 1 is 430, the request cap at time
slot 2 will be 450 + (450 − 430) = 470.

Let Q s (τ ) = (qs,1 (τ ), qs,2 (τ ), · · · ) denote the request queue
of user s, in which qs,i (τ ) is the priority of the i-th request,
and we have qs,1 (τ ) ≥ qs,2 (τ ) ≥ · · · . The number of requests
Qs (τ )|.
in the queue is denoted by |Q
A major problem facing the request scheduling on the user
device is that the new rate obtained at the start of a time slot
may not be able to cater to the new requests arrived later
during the time slot. More specifically, at the start of time slot
τ , upon receiving a new rate Rs (τ ), if user s instantly sends
the top Rs (τ ) requests in the queue Q s (τ − 1) (given that
Qs (τ −1)| > Rs (τ )), an urgent request generated later during
|Q
time slot τ can no longer be sent. For example, at 00:00:15,
with a queue of (2, 1, 1) and an allocated rate of 2, the user
device sends the first 2 requests in the queue right away to
the backend. At 00:00:25, a new request with a priority of 3
is generated, but has to be detained as the allocated rate is
drained.
The above-mentioned problem arises as the user device can
not predict future request dynamics and preserve enough rate
for them. To mitigate this problem, we design a thresholdbased request scheduling mechanism that works as follows.
Firstly, we set a priority threshold θq . At the beginning of
time slot τ , with the new rate Rs (τ ), user s will immediately
send the requests whose priority exceeds θq to the backend.
If the number of such requests is greater than Rs (τ ), the first
Rs (τ ) will be sent; otherwise, the rest of the rate is reserved
for later requests with high priorities. If a newly-generated
request has a priority lower than θq , it will be inserted in the
queue; otherwise, it will be checked whether the allocated rate
is exhausted. If yes, the request will be inserted in the queue;
otherwise, it will be sent at once to the backend (note that in
this case, the queue only contains requests whose priority is
lower than θq ). At the end of time slot τ , if the remaining rate
is greater than zero, the user device will send as many queued
requests as possible, before asking for a new rate.
2) Default Request Scheduling: If the user device fails
to get responses from cloud servers of Clockwork, either
upon logging in or during periodic rate allocation, a default
request scheduling mechanism based on the Additive Increase
Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm, will come into
effect. The requests will be sent to the backend at a lower rate
if it is inferred that the current overall request demand is high,
vice versa. There are various indications of the current request
demand. For example, when using MBaaS, if the request limit
is hit, further requests will be rejected with an error message
of error code 155. If a user receives such an error message,
she should multiplicatively decrease the rate by b; otherwise,
she will additively increase the rate by a:

B. Request Scheduling on User Devices
1) Dynamic Request Scheduling: The user device will keep
a queue of requests ranked in a non-ascending order of
priorities that are jointly determined by the type and the
initiation time of a request. A new request will be inserted
into the queue, and wait for its turn to be sent to the backend.


Rs (τ ) =

Rs (τ − 1) + a, if no error code,
Rs (τ − 1)/b,
if error code.

(13)

The default request scheduling will continue until the user
device succeeds in getting new allocated rate from cloud
servers of Clockwork.
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Fig. 9: Experimental result of rate allocation.
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VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experimental Result
We have developed the client-side of Clockwork as a thirdparty framework (library) that can be readily used by mobile
application developers, using Swift on the iOS platform as a
proof-of-concept. It is implemented using Java on the Amazon
Web Service (AWS) platform. For the purpose of our realworld experiments, we have also developed a social messaging
iOS application, using Facebook Parse (an MBaaS platform)
as its backend, supported by our third-party framework. We
identify 17 different kinds of requests, such as send a message,
send friend request, change username and so on. We divide
them into K = 3 types: type 3 requests are the most urgent
and type 1 requests are the most delay-tolerant.
To evaluate the performance of Clockwork, we carried out a
pilot trial with 15 iPhone users. We collected data for 20 hours.
Only the statistics regarding the request demand are logged,
but not message contents, in order to protect user privacy.
Rate allocation. We set α = 2 in the α−fair utility
function, and show the rate allocation results of two users in
Fig. 9. Generally speaking, a user will achieve a higher rate
if her weighted number of requests is larger. Nevertheless, the
allocated rate of a user also depends on the request demand of
other users. For example, there is a plunge in user 1’s request
demand at time slot 15, but the allocated rate is almost the
same as that of the previous time slot. This is because the
request demand of user 2 also falls dramatically at time slot
15, making the ratio of the two users’ request demand (i.e.,
(ω1 )1/2 X1
) in time slot 15 approximately the same as that in
(ω2 )1/2 X2
time slot 14. Thus, at time slot 15, each user is assigned a rate
similar to that in the previous time slot.
Capacity planning. We use the collected data trace as inputs
to the optimization problem (1). We compare Clockwork and
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the baseline, where the backend capacity equals the peak
demand. The backend utilization is calculated as the ratio
of the average request demand to the backend capacity. The
results are shown in Table I. With Clockwork, the backend cost
for the developer can be reduced as much as 67.7%. Furthermore, Clockwork allows the developer to make a much better
use of backend resources. Without Clockwork, the backend
utilization is mostly below 50%, since the peak demand is
much higher than the average demand. With Clockwork, the
backend utilization can be increased by as much as 76.8%.
B. Simulation Result
We evaluate the proposed backend capacity planning optimization model using a synthetic dataset generated as follows.
There is a total of 100 users, whose request generation processes follow independent and identical Poisson distributions.
We assume that there are 3 types of requests. Type 3 requests
3 = 0, ∀i, j. No request is to be delayed
are most urgent, δij
for more than 5 minutes, and the upper bounds for type 2 and
2 = m − 0.02 ∗ (j − i),
type 1 requests are ∀j − i ≤ 5, δij
1 = m − 0.01 ∗ (j − i), respectively. If m is higher,
and δij
more requests can be delayed, meaning that the constraint on
request delay is looser, vice versa.
It is shown in Fig. 10(a) that the backend capacity should
augment with the average demand, but Clockwork can cut
down the required backend capacity by as much as 36.3%.
The capacity reduction is more significant under loose delay constraint (m = 0.4) than under tight delay constraint
(m = 0.1). As shown in Fig. 10(b), provisioning for the
peak demand will result in resource wastage as the backend
capacity is underutilized for around 55% at most of the time.
With request scheduling of Clockwork, the demand profile
becomes smoother, and the backend capacity can be utilized
more efficiently. The improvement in the backend capacity
utilization can be as high as 57.3% under loose constraint,
and 43.2% under tight constraint.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Cloud Resource Provisioning. Many existing works have
proposed to use predicative auto-scaling for dynamic resource
provisioning in cloud computing. In [6], [7], a statistical model
is used to predict the demand of videos, based on which
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115
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13
59.1464284636
0 0.08660254037

the video service provider can dynamically book bandwidth
resources to match the fluctuated demand. In [8], [9], an epidemic model is built to forecast the viewing requests in a social
media application. Similar predictive auto-scaling models have
also been built for resource allocation [10]–[12] and power
consumption [13], [14] in cloud systems. In this paper, we
determine the backend capacity based on predicted request
demand, but our work distinguishes from previous works in
two aspects. First, there is a mismatch between timescales of
request demand fluctuations and backend capacity adjustment,
so that fine-grained auto-scaling is infeasible. Second, unlike
the rigid demand in existing models, we can exploit the delay
tolerance of requests to change the demand profile and help the
application developer cut cost. This is similar to [15], in which
pricing is used to incentivize users to shift their demand. But
rather than relying on users’ subjective decisions, our request
scheduling mechanism is directly controlled by Clockwork.
NUM-based Resource Allocation. The pioneering work of
Kelly et al. [16] first introduced the novel idea of Network
Utility Maximization (NUM) based resource allocation. A
nice survey of the research on network utility maximization
problem is given by [4]. Mo and Walrand [5] first introduced the α-fair utility function to be used as the objective
function. NUM-based network resource allocation has been
widely applied to rate allocation in Internet congestion control
protocol [17], resource allocation in cellular networks [18],
and congestion control in wireless ad hoc networks [19]. We
build a similar model but relate it to request scheduling in
mobile applications. In particular, we leverage the model to
allocate rates to users according to the quantity and delay
tolerance of their requests.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Backend maintenance is essential for mobile application developers. However, the mismatch of the timescales between the
request demand variance and the backend capacity adaptation
makes it difficult to manage the resource and the cost of the
backend. To address this problem, we design a third-party
cloud service Clockwork, which plans the backend capacity on
a long timescale, and schedules requests on a short timescale.
To start with, Clockwork exploit machine learning algorithms
to predict future demand based on historical data. We show
that deep learning models are powerful in prediction but take
a much longer time to train than simpler models. Given
the estimated future demand, we help developers minimize
the backend cost with assurance of limited request delay.
Then, abiding by the backend capacity, Clockwork schedules
requests from all users with a fair and Pareto-optimal rate
allocation mechanism, enabling individual users to prioritize
their own requests, thus protecting user privacy. We have
implemented the server-side of Clockwork on Amazon Web
Service (AWS) platform, and the client-side on iOS-based
mobile devices. Our evaluation results confirm that Clockwork
can effectively help developers trim down backend cost and
make a better use of backend resources.
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